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If your dogs are pulling and being aggressive, I can help you to transform them into well behaved and obedient dogs

in only fifteen minutes a day.

** Includes 15 real life training videos with the author and his clients **

Does your dog pull on the lead when you take it for a walk, and you end up tugging like a maniac? Do you find your

dog being aggressive towards other dogs? Maybe they bark inappropriately and you get embarrassed. Some dogs are

continually jumping up on people, or they don’t come to you when you call them. Does any of this sound familiar?

•Perhaps you think you can’t afford dog training. In one hour I can show you things that will make a difference in

your dog forever.

•Maybe you believe that it takes too long and you don’t have the time. All you need is fifteen minutes a day and I can

help you find those fifteen minutes. You’ll be surprised.

•Some people think that positive reinforcement training doesn’t work. Let me ask you a question: do you work for a

living? Do you get paid to do a job? I’m not trying to be smart here, but that’s positive reinforcement.

I know it’s not easy juggling work, family and trying to keep your dog happy… especially frustrating when you’re

already familiar with positive dog training techniques but you’ve got very little time to apply it. It’s always “one day”

and something that you promise yourself you’ll get around to eventually.
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We carried out a survey of the top training problems people encountered with their dogs. This book is a multimedia

instruction manual on the top 5.

Here’s How You Can Quickly and Easily Apply Advanced Dog Training Methods Guaranteed To Turn Your Dog Into

An Obedient Happy Friend… Without Aversion Techniques!
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